SPRING SUMMER 2015
CANALI CAPSULE COLLECTION BY ANDREA POMPILIO
Milan, June 23rd 2014 - “I like to watch and study characters in films and the people around me in cafés,
restaurants, and in the airports of international metropoles.
I study and I scrutinise, trying to take in as much as I can of their personalities. I am struck by details, colours, what
they do and how they move. Emotions transform into sketches, then drawings, and finally, collections.
The Canali SS15 Capsule Collection is an intersection of existing heritage and newfound inspiration - the art of
Canali tailoring intertwines flawlessly with the outcomes of my observations. The resulting collection reflects an
Andrea Pompilio within a different context, an Andrea who experiments and has fun finding the perfect balance
between two worlds that, brought together by complementary attraction, become just one of many facets.
I bring a style that is both relaxed and rich in detail to the runway; a capsule that fuses the values and excellence
of classic tailoring with the unstructured elegance of leisure.
Starting from the Canali man - refined and attentive to detail - I tried to introduce something that brings out and
accentuates the most surprising and unexpected aspects of his style.
The lines are soft, lean and comfortable in the suits and jackets featuring checks or horizontal stripes, accompanied
by trousers that rest just at the ankle and are finished with a particularly high 8cm cuff. Rounding out the
collection are colourful, oversized sweaters, casually exquisite shoes in nubuk crocodile or soft two-tone calfskin,
parkas, light jackets, and long car coats worn over ultra-fine cashmere t-shirts, all glowing with the radiant palette
of a Mediterranean Summer.”

Notes on the show: this season it wasn’t all about the capsule collection and the setting, but also the
public. Anyone, through their mobile device, had the chance to access a second screen experience of the
show featuring live runway looks, product shots, print details and show notes, providing a rich, 360º view
of the collection in real time.
After the show, all content from the live aggregator is available to explore and share via Canali.com/ss15,
alongside catwalk images, a backstage lookbook and the full show video.

CANALI
Canali, specialist in tailor-made luxury, has been a paradigm of Italian masculine elegance for 80 years.
Since 1934, it has been promoting the value of artisan know-how, as embodied by the “Made in Italy” approach in its true sense.
Mingling culture and history with style and taste Canali creates every time a masterpiece, a harmony of details in perfect balance,
expertly hand-crafted, manifested in perfect wearability, extraordinary comfort combined with sophisticated elements.
Innovation to achieve aesthetic perfection, continuous renewal of styles, infinite care over the minutest detail and usage of superior
quality fabrics constitute the Canali Tailoring Principle.
To enjoy the quality of fine tailoring to the full, Canali also offers “SU MISURA” garments with a classic sample book and, naturally, the
finest selection of new fabrics available each season, together with specialized master tailors who can walk customers through fitting,
personalization and styling.
In its third generation, CANALI today constitutes a design and manufacturing group, with its own production centers located in Italy,
1600 employees, 236 boutiques in the world, 1000 retail store in more than 100 countries.
CANALI.COM

